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The Vertical Awning 
with the Proven 

Zip System 
The ZIPLINE is no ordinary vertical awning: With the 

zip system come considerable advantages, such as 

increased wind stability and no gaps at the sides. 

It represents the perfect combination of function 

and harmony. Trendy and classic materials provide 

colourful accents and create a delightful ambience 

in the space. But the ZIPLINE also helps to keep 

insects away. The zip system and additional sealing 

profiles in the awning box and fall bar keep insects 

outside for sure!
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Experience
Quality from WO&WO
Like all of our awnings, the ZIPLINE is CE tested too.
High-quality, corrosion-resistant materials and 
coatings are your guarantee for a durable product. 

to EN13561

Limit Dimensions & Box Sizes
The ZIPLINE is available in two different box sizes, 

(95 mm and 120 mm) – depending on the area to 

be shaded. At the same time, the box fits perfectly 

in the overall dimensions of any building frontage.

Maximum sizes:

ZIPLINE 95: 3000  x 2500 mm 

ZIPLINE 120: 5000 x 3000 mm

(depending on choice of material: screen, 

Soltis and acrylic)



TiP inSEcT PrOTEcTiOn

The zip system does away with gaps at the sides, so when the 

curtain is lowered the ZIPLINE provides more than a privacy 

screen. Yet another plus point: Protected all round by the 

additional fitting of sealing profiles, the ZIPLINE also serves as an 

insect screen, reliably preventing access by any and all insects!

The Zip System
A zip system is built into the side borders of the

material. When the curtain is lowered, the zip

runs into the guide rails. This is the decisive 

advantage over conventional façade awnings: 

since not only the end bar but also the curtain 

itself are enclosed in the guide, there are no gaps 

at the sides. The material and the mechanism 

form a single unit, which is considerably more

wind-resistant than in other products. It also 

means that ZIPLINE does not cast moving 

shadows in strong winds.

TiP „SunrOOm“

With the ZIPLINE as a lateral shade, you can easily make a 

„Sunroom“ with a pergola awning (such as the PERGOLINE 

from WO&WO). This enables you to increase the living area of 

your house or flat so you can spend more time outside without 

worrying about wind and weather.
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Window frame mounting

reveal mounting

Distanced mounting

TiP Sun AnD WinD guArD 
Whether you are at home or out and about, a 
sun and wind guard fitted on your house front 
measures the current wind speed and sunlight 
intensity. If the wind becomes too strong, the 
curtain is retracted automatically, when the sun 
shines, it is lowered automatically.

installation
and Operation
The ZIPLINE is equipped as stan-

dard with motorised operation. Of 

course, smaller systems can also be

operated with a hand crank. A re-

mote controlled motor, available 

as option, provides even greater 

convenience. You can install the  

ZIPLINE directly on the window fra-

me, in the window reveal, or offset 

from the window.

Motor

Hand crank

Remote cont-
rolled motor



Easy-clean

Fibreglass screen

Textiles
We recommend fitting the ZIPLINE with a fibreglass screen.

Fibreglass screen

This material is an excellent thermal insulator and keeps out as much as 

97% of solar energy when fitted outside. Because of its diagonal fabric 

structure, a fibreglass screen also reduces annoying glare. Thanks to 

its excellent mechanical properties it is always at the perfect tension.

PVc - Soltis®

Soltis® fabrics offer greater natural light, exceptional transparency, 

and thus a clearer view of the outside. Soltis materials are also highly 

weather- resistant and can stand up to all variations in the weather 

without becoming damaged or losing their smooth finish and UV 

protection properties

uV-protection
Acrylic materials are high-performance awning 
fabrics to which a series of coatings are applied, 
and are therefore ideal for use in demanding out-

door environments. The materials provide a UV protection factor from 
40 – 80 according to UV standard 801

Texgard - Easy-clean

A special finishing process lends the fabric beneficial 

properties. These include low dirt absorption, good 

water repellent qualities and lower surface tension. 

The unique method by which the material is fixed also ensures that 

this effect is remarkably durable, providing the best possible protection 

against penetration by moisture, water and dirt.

Structure colours
ZIPLINE can be ordered in all

RAL colours as standard.
 
The RAL CLASSIC colour fan is reproduced here with the
permission of RAL GmbH, Sankt Augustin. The designation RAL 
is protected by trademark law.
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WO&WO lets the sun shine for you
Our passion is to let precious sunlight into your home in a controlled manner so that you really feel the full benefit of “your” 

sun. WO&WO’s tailored sun blind products transform your home into your personal sunny paradise. 

The product range of WO&WO includes all articles for modern internal and external sun blinds and visual screens such 

as terrace awnings, façade awnings, roller shutters, venetian blinds, window shutters, external and internal blinds, pleated 

blinds, roller blinds, panel curtains, vertical blinds and insect screens.

internal sun blinds
The amount of light that enters a building can be controlled 

and optimised in many different ways. How this is achieved in 

a particular situation is partly a question of personal taste, but 

it also depends on the individual requirements: Do you want 

a transparent element or do you want it to darken the room? 

Should it consist of metal or fabric? There are no limits to your 

imagination!

External sun blinds
An awning creates additional living space. It also decorates 

the house. Modern architecture increasingly relies on external 

systems for light control, such as venetian blinds, that provide 

excellent protection against the weather and act as a visual 

screen at the same time.


